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1.

Introduction

In November 2016, the Government announced its support for a Garden Town at Otterpool
Park, following an Expression of Interest submitted by Shepway District Council and Folkestone
Racecourse Limited, in June 2016.
As key landowners and promoters of the Garden Town, SDC and Cozumel Estates (owners of
Folkestone Racecourse) have appointed a consultant technical team, led by Arcadis, to prepare
a masterplan for Otterpool Park Garden Town. In addition to the technical team, Kevin Murray
Associates have been appointed to lead on community and stakeholder engagement and
Property House Marketing as the media consultants.
The aim is to prepare an aspirational and deliverable masterplan that
- can embrace the landscape features of this rural area
- meets the district’s housing needs for future generations
- is well designed and planned
- engages and is informed by the community and stakeholders
To this end, engagement with the community and local, regional and national stakeholders is
an important constituent in the preparation and design process, contributing to the basis from
which options and ultimately, a final masterplan will be developed.
This report summarises the issues raised at the first sessions in a series of local community
engagement events, held over a number of days in early December 2016, at multiple locations.
Over 500 participants attended the events, drawn from the community, local businesses, parish
and district councillors, and college students. The majority were residents close to the area of
search for the Garden Town, and the comments were wide-ranging, as may be expected at a
stage before there is any specific plan to respond to.

Figure 1. Engagement event at Lympne Village Hall, 10 December 2016
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2.

Background

The programme of events for this first stage of community engagement combined a series of
drop-in exhibitions and a workshop with students, that took place between 8 - 10 December
2016.

a. Schedule of events
DATE & TIME
AM

PM

EVENING

THURSDAY 8 DECEMBER

FRIDAY 9 DECEMBER

East Kent College
Students’ Workshop
10:30am – 12:00noon

Sellindge
Sellindge Sport & Social Club
2:00 – 5:00pm

SATURDAY 10 DECEMBER

Lympne
Lympne Village Hall
10:00am – 2:00pm
Stanford/Westenhanger
Folkestone Racecourse
2:00 – 5:00pm

Hythe
Hythe Town Hall
6:30 – 8:30pm

The locations, venues, times of the day and week were all arranged to enable participation by a
greater number of people, especially those who felt they may be more directly affected by any
development. This initial stage therefore gave greater weight to involving local residents and
bodies, rather than the wider business, commercial and civic communities from across the
whole area. The exhibitions were therefore held in well-known and used local and community
venues. They were held over 2 week days, an evening and at the weekend.

b. Publicity
The events were widely publicised through direct mailings, posters and flyers and the local
media, including the following:
1. A letter from the Leader of the Council, David Monk, was sent to all Shepway District
Council residents dated 14 November 2016, notifying them of the Government’s
announcement of support for Otterpool Park Garden Town. The letter noted that the
consultation for the masterplan would begin in December. (A copy of the letter can be
found at Appendix A)
2. There was a follow-up letter from Shepway District Council and Cozumel Estates, sent
out on 1st December, again to all the District residents with the details of the events.
(See Appendix B)
3. Flyers and posters were circulated around the District Parishes as well as being
provided to the Parish Councils in digital form and hard copy. (A copy of the flyer can
be found at Appendix C)
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4. There were also a series of press releases issued with information about the events, as
well as a press briefing that took place on the morning of Thursday 8 December which
resulted in several articles and features in the local media. (See Appendix D for press
release and list of journalists/media represented at the briefing)

Giveus
your views
Public engagement on

Otterpool
Park
Garden Town

You are invited toattend one of our drop-in events to
discuss the proposed garden town in Shepway
The process of developing a masterplan
framework will be informed by your
contributions.
We encourage all members of the
community to take the opportunity to:
Meet the design team
Learn more about our project timeline
Offer your views on how the
development is shaped
Discuss homes, employment, shops,
schools and medical centres
Consider high quality open space and
access to the countryside

Community engagement sessions:
LOCATION

DATE

TIME

Sellindge Sports
and Social Club
69 Swan Lane,
Sellindge
TN25 6HB

Thursday 8
December 2016

2:00pm to
5:00pm

Hythe Town Hall
High Street
Hythe
CT21 5AJ

Thursday 8
December 2016

6:30pm to
8:30pm

Folkestone
Racecourse
The Glover Stand
Stone Street
Westenhanger
CT21 4HX

Friday 9
December 2016

2:00pm to
5:00pm

Lympne Village
Hall
Aldington Road
Lympne
CT21 4LE

Saturday 10
December 2016

10:00am
to 2:00pm

Please note that stiletto heels may not be worn inside Lympne Village Hall

Contact the community engagement team to find out more:
otterpoolpark@housegroup.co.uk
Figure 2.

COZUMELESTATES

Publicity poster for this first stage of consultation
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c. Event format and feedback method
Core format
The events comprised a staffed, public drop-in exhibition open to all. This included a series of
display banners and a large floor map showing the area of search for the Garden Town.
Members of the Arcadis design and planning team, along with representatives from Kevin
Murray Associates, Property House Marketing, Shepway District Council and Cozumel Estates
were available throughout the 3 days to answer questions, listen to comments and take notes.
A summary version of the display banners was available as a handout to take away. Feedback
postcards were available for people to leave comments to inform the next stage of design.

Figure 3. Images showing the exhibition banners (left) and the large floor map (right)

The postcard
The postcard (See Appendix E) asked people to give their views on what matters most to them
by indicating their priorities with a score out of 5. There was a range of issues for them to
consider:
-

Getting about – cyclepaths, walkways, bridlepaths, public transport, parking
Jobs & Businesses – start-ups, studios, new businesses, office space, industry
Leisure – sports hall, leisure centres, community halls
More schools, health facilities – dentists, GPs, crèches, schools
Open space – parks, green spaces, play space, wildlife
Quality housing/homes – range of sizes, types, affordability, tenure (rent or buy)
Shops & Services – supermarkets, cafes, pubs, restaurants
Sustainability – energy saving, water efficiency, broadband, low carbon

In addition to this, the cards also asked:
-

What do you like about the area now?
What concerns do you have about the area now?
What do you think will be needed to improve things in the future? (10-30yrs)

The feedback deliberately did not attempt to quantify the number of people for or against
Otterpool Park Garden Town or its design (at this stage there is no clear proposition to consider
– this stage will follow). Rather the feedback was designed to contribute issues and aspirations
to inform the ongoing analysis and design process. People will have the chance to support or
object to the development proposals at the planning application stage, should they wish.
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d. Number of participants
The table below shows that at least 519 participants attended and 398 completed feedback
cards were returned for the respective sessions. This is a healthy number for an initial
consultation, before actual plans are presented. However, given that the population of the
parishes and the town of Hythe in which the events took place was over 18,000 (at the 2011
census), we do not make any claims about the statistical representativeness of the sample that
this initial feedback constitutes.
Event

Approx. nos.
Attendees
17

Feedback
Cards

Sellindge Sport and Social Club

136

171

Hythe Town Hall

112

Folkestone Racecourse

95

56

Lympne Village Hall

159

171

519

398

East Kent College Students

TOTAL

Because several individuals and households submitted multiple responses, it is not possible to
state the exact percentage of those attending the sessions who provided a response.
By way of further explanation, it should be noted that over the course of the 3 days, there was
a coordinated physical presence, both inside and outside each of the venues hired by Arcadis
for their drop-in exhibition events, by representatives of a grouping opposed to the principle of
Otterpool Park. This was without prior notice, consultation or agreement with Arcadis,
Shepway District Council, Cozumel Estates or the individual venues. Attendees to each of the
events were first greeted on arrival and then stopped on leaving, by members of this group.
Attendees were given a copy of the leaflet shown overleaf and encouraged to submit a “NO
OTTERPOOL NEW TOWN” response on the feedback postcards. It is known that this group had
helped organise a protest march against Otterpool Park and other Shepway District Council
proposed developments the weekend prior to the consultation and, through an associated
website (www.slurry.org.uk), had recommended that people attend the events but urged them
to “NOT ENGAGE” and to simply write “Why” or “No to Otterpool Town” across cards. This
would indicate that a significant proportion of people who attended may not necessarily have
been interested in shaping the proposals for Otterpool Park per se, but rather in expressing
their opposition to the principle of the proposal. This is a normal situation that occurs in the
early planning of major projects around the country, where there is yet to be a plan with
explanations that people are able to engage with directly.
Despite concerns to the contrary, every card that was submitted has been included in this
analysis, even though many were multiple individual and/or household submissions. The total
number of cards that responded with a ‘No to Otterpool’ message (if not always in the exact
same manner) was 243, around 61% of the total cards examined, and representing a lower
percentage in terms of actual people, given multiple submissions. The remaining 155 cards
generally provided more detailed feedback. The terms of the ‘No to Otterpool’ leaflet,
illustrated in full overleaf, therefore clearly had an impact on the way some participants
responded, and should also be borne in mind when reviewing all the other feedback.
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Figure 4. Copy of leaflet handed out by Shepway Environment and Community Network

Figure 5. Attendees at Sellindge Sport and Social Club, 8 December 2016
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3. Feedback Card Analysis
The left side of the feedback card sought scoring information on what were seen to be priority
matters, while the right part sought more open answers about issues, ideas and aspirations.
Feedback 1
What matters most – priorities exercise
Table 1 (below) shows the results of the scoring from all the feedback cards received to 10
December 2016. It highlights the overall average of each category, based on a scoring out of 5
where 5 is very important and 1 is not at all important.
The priorities were as follows:
Getting about (total average scoring of 4.41 from 127 cards)
Landscape and open spaces
(4.37 from 130 cards)
Sustainable and new technologies
(4.16 from 118 cards)
Community facilities
(3.94 from 121 cards)
Jobs and business
(3.31 from 114 cards)
Homes
(3.21 from 115 cards)
Leisure
(3.07 from 112 cards)
Shops and food
(2.95 from 110 cards)
The averaged scoring in the table below demonstrates the link between the priorities and the
attributes identified and the concerns of the respondents which are addressed in more detail
next, including a greater weight attached to ‘village/rural living’ issues (the leading 4 themes on
the left) than what are perceived as urban/town-based matters (lesser 4 themes on the right).

Figure 6. Averaged scoring of the themes, in terms of prioritisation expressed on the feedback cards.
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Feedback 2
Attributes of the area
Through the responses given, it is possible to identify the positive attributes that people
identify in the area. The most recurrent answers were the green space, farmland, it is an open,
quiet village to live in with a strong community that cares for each other.
The area was characterised by some as “a beautiful area” or as “a rural area with outstanding
beauty”. According to the respondents, it was the rural, countryside aspect that attracted
them to this area in the first place.
Finally, the area possesses “a balance of home, greenspace, environment and local amenity”.
Feedback 3
Concerns expressed
From analysis of the responses, we interpret that the “Otterpool Park Garden Town”
development is viewed by many of the people who attended as a threat to the quiet, peaceful,
rural life they now enjoy.
Furthermore, many fear that Otterpool Park Garden Town will exacerbate the current
pressures related to the utilities and infrastructure which are perceived to be “overstressed”
and would not be able to cope with a future increased number of residents. These were
identified as key subjects of recurring concern to be properly addressed in any future plans and
included road congestion, sewage problems, water and flooding.
Some contributors expressed concern that Otterpool Park would entail more people moving
from London and other areas. A common perception was that local people would not be able
to afford the homes that would be built, (i.e. they will be priced out of the market ‘which will
be set for Londoners’, is how it was expressed), so it was also argued that there needed to be
homes that local people could afford (more detail on this is in the next Section).
“…that development leads to satellite commuter settlements to London” or
“This would become London overspill.”

Giveus
your views
Public engagement on

Otterpool
Park
Garden Town

Your views are appreciated and will help shape the
plans for Otterpool Park Garden Town.
Please complete the questions overleaf if you’d
like to share any further feedback with the team.
Thank you.

Contact the community engagement team to find out more:
otterpoolpark@housegroup.co.uk

COZUMELESTATES

Figure 7. The feedback card
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4. Headline Thematic Analysis
The following is a headline thematic analysis of the issues, ideas and proposals received from
the feedback forms and notes taken by the team present at the events. These ideas are
clustered according to the following themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why here?
Infrastructure
Housing
Facilities
Environment
Jobs
Accessibility
Traffic and bypass
Lorries
Trust and the process
Understanding of the Masterplan and Planning Process
Consultation and Engagement

The content in each of these themes is shown in the categories in (Appendix F).

4.1

Why here?

A major query from many of this first phase of participation was around the issue of ‘Why is
the focus on this greenfield area?’, rather than on regenerating the ‘dilapidated and run-down
areas’ of Folkestone and Dover? There were some who acknowledged that the scale of housing
needed may not all be able to be met by building on brownfield sites, but wanted to know that
all brownfield options had been properly considered.
A suggestion from several was to meet as much of the future housing needs/demand by
regenerating the urban areas, particularly of Folkestone and, if necessary, providing a smaller
number of houses, more on the scale of a Garden Village, in the Otterpool Park area. They did
not consider that the scale of local housing need necessitated the building of this number in
this location.
Attendees also questioned why smaller developments within villages, e.g. at Sellindge, have
not been progressed when the local community put considerable effort into shaping them with
the developer (Taylor Wimpey) but now the larger Otterpool Park Garden Town is seen as
needed. Others noted that Otterpool Park may potentially be more able to provide facilities
that smaller incremental development do not contribute, and cited local schools and doctor's
surgeries as being important in this regard (see later section on Facilities).

4.2

Infrastructure - roads, energy, water, waste, flood risk and broadband

Many people highlighted that their concerns were focused around pressures on the ‘already
stressed’ infrastructure, including the flood risk that is present, and the impact that any
further development may have on this. Many stressed the importance in improving local
infrastructure so that current residents would benefit and that the threat of flooding should be
reduced, and certainly not exacerbated.
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Water supply was seen as critical, as supplies in summer months were said to be limited, and
there is concern that smaller reservoirs have been lost to development across the wider region,
so concerns were raised as to how a sizeable development would actually be serviced?
“What would happen if we had a drought?”
Southern Water’s capacity to be able to cope with the amount of wastewater generated by
new development is also a big issue for local people and would need to be carefully addressed
through any masterplanning process. It was requested that technical studies are made
available to people to provide confidence about how flooding, drainage and drinking water will
be dealt with. Local people, in identifying current constraints, will need convincing technical
information about processes and new infrastructure, (i.e. what the scope and scale of possible
options are), if they are to believe a future system will improve things.
Suggestions included improvements to ease congestion on the road network and better water
management to avoid both drought and flooding.
It was felt that an explanation of the causes of local flooding that affect roads and exacerbates
congestion was also necessary. People asked how changes to land use, ground coverage and
land management could affect this issue. There was some discussion about how new green
infrastructure could help to improve local biodiversity whilst also reducing flood risk and
providing new greenspace and pathways.
Some people asked if there would be mains gas and if so, could this be extended to Sellindge?
Some also mentioned the poor mobile and broadband connectivity and wanted to know if
there could be an opportunity to improve this for the existing settlements.

4.3

Housing – scale, numbers, affordability, location, quality, for whom?

Several people asked about where the figures for the housing requirement/need have come
from and how this has been quantified. They asked why there is a need to add to the 8,000
homes previously outlined in the Core Strategy. They also asked why a planning application is
needed now (in 2018) if the proposals are to meet housing needs looking beyond 2037.
Affordability of housing was listed as a key issue for many, particularly for young people and
those on lower wages, with personal experiences included. There was concern around the fact
that as the average income in the local area is about £26k, this raised the question of how
anyone can get a mortgage for a property on that income? Several people wanted to know
how this process can help provide for homes that are affordable to rent and buy for people on
or below the average wage. They asked whether any schemes like ‘help to buy’ would be
available to help young people get a foot on the property ladder. Self-build was discussed by
some, while others considered it may not be a viable ‘affordable’ option – as it would still be
too expensive for many people. A suggested solution, as an alternative to affordable self-build,
might be to consider selling the ‘shell’ of a house for purchasers to fit out themselves.
While some recognised that most demand is generated locally due to people living longer and
more people living alone, there was also a frequently voiced concern that the housing would be
for Londoners/London overspill and/or immigrants (although several did recognise that they
themselves had moved to the area and commute to London).
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Figure 8. Attendees at the Hythe Town Hall engagement event

Connected to the idea of a smaller scale development, a question was raised as to why smaller
developments have been refused permission over previous years, if a larger development
would be acceptable now or in the future?
There were questions about homes that already exist within the area of search and what, if
anything, will happen to those. Linked to this was a question about compulsory purchases and
whether there will be any. People were unsure about what to do with their homes in the
meantime, in relation to renovations and/or sale and the impact this would have on the value
of their homes.
The suggestions from those concerned about overall numbers included sticking to the planned
number of houses, and not adding anymore to this, and breaking development into smaller
village type groups rather than a large town, which they objected to and even feared, primarily
because of the nature of change it would bring to the area.
A few people touched on the potential design and make-up of the new houses and whether
these would be ‘modern’. The Hythe development behind the Imperial Hotel received praise
for good design. Some people asked whether the houses would have gardens. There were also
suggestions to visit places like Hawkinge as a local example of recent development, to learn
lessons; for some this was seen as a good example, whilst others said it was an example of how
no to do things.
There was a suggestion to make the new settlement ‘zero-carbon’ in order to perform better
for local people (in terms of running cost) and also address carbon and other emissions.

4.4

Facilities

In terms of local facilities, some concern was expressed regarding the nature and capacity of
current health facilities and the availability of appointments. In addition to further local health
facilities, several people suggested that a new hospital would be required for a larger
population. It was pointed out by some that, even with new health infrastructure, such as GP
surgeries, a local hospital and related social services, the problems of recruiting the medical
Kevin Murray Associates |Otterpool Park Garden Town Masterplan | Stage 1 Community Engagement Report
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professionals needed would simply be exacerbated. (Some of the people coming to the dropins were medical professionals and had personal experience of trying to recruit and retain the
necessary personnel). It was suggested that there would have to be some advance measures,
with tailored incentives, to overcome this problem.
It was proposed that, at least some facilities were built in advance of the arrival of the new
population so that they are able to provide such ‘in demand’ services to existing residents as
well as to the new residents when they arrive.
Several people were interested in the airfield location – ranging from either protecting it or reallocating it from employment use to open space or residential use. Some also suggested it had
potential as a tourist attraction because of its historic associations.
Other facilities that were suggested would be required, and over which there are capacity
concerns, included schools, care/retirement homes and local retail. Specific requests were also
made for space for a scout headquarters and a leisure centre.

Figure 9. Younger members of the community attending the consultation

4.5

Environment

The local environmental quality is considered to be good, and protecting that environment
was a strong priority for many. A preference was expressed, by some, for brownfield
development ahead of any greenfield development. Otterpool Park Garden Town and other
such developments were seen by some as a loss of countryside for future generations. Others
noted that current access to the existing countryside was poor, with some restriction on the
green space that the public had free access to via a few public footpaths.
Concerns were expressed by some that agricultural/food production land would be lost to
housing development, and that this would be a medium term disbenefit to the county and
country. There was some limited discussion of the issues facing farmers, including the impacts
of high-input farming on local ecosystems and what this means for environmental quality.
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There was some discussion with Arcadis team specialists around how local restorative
measures could be undertaken to improve the ecology and landscape quality, as well as
provide give people greater access to the countryside. Although perhaps supportive of such an
objective, some from the local community found it difficult to believe this could actually
happen.
Other questions asked were around what would happen to the land within the area of search
that is not used for development? What will this look like in future? Will there be public access
to the green spaces and will they be joined up? It was suggested by some that green buffers
could be designed in around existing villages to ensure distinct neighbourhoods and
settlements.

4.6

Jobs - employment locations and types, and for whom

It was argued by many participants that opportunities for employment are needed locally, both
to ensure local people have work, but also to avoid huge numbers of commuters and the
associated congestion. Concerns were raised that it may not be possible to create enough
employment and therefore the area could become a dormitory settlement.
‘Where will jobs come from?’ and ‘what kind of jobs would a new garden town create?’ were
frequently asked alongside a request for any masterplan to help increase the number of local
jobs available.
Some consider there was a lack of business/industry in the area, and wanted to see more
business and industry that responds to the varied skills base of the current and future
community. Some wanted to understand what was being done to identify any new
businesses/jobs for the area, which hadn’t been done before. The question of what the impact
on businesses in Hythe would be, as a result of the development was also asked.
Some existing business owners who attended the events asked if they could be involved in any
future discussions about the development as they felt there may be a range of needs and local
opportunities. They requested formal involvement of business in future consultations.

4.7

Accessibility

Being able to access transport hubs and facilities by foot and cycle was viewed as important to
many of the people who commented. Providing new paths and cycle-ways, as well as improving
existing, were identified as important to increase accessibility.
Several people asked if footpath connections to the wider landscape would be improved or
created, while some people identified a specific need for a cycle link and/or footpath between
Sellindge and the Stop 24 service station.
It was argued there is a need to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of the
existing off-road network of pathways and cycle-ways, in order for the masterplan to clearly
demonstrate how access will be improved using new development to help establish such local
benefit.
Several people asked if Westenhanger Station will become an HS1 station in due course, for
instance as part of the development being considered for the masterplan.
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4.8

Traffic and Bypass

The view expressed by many is that the roads are currently at capacity (with several references
to the A20 and Sellindge). A major concern in relation to the proposed Otterpool Park Garden
Town was around the impact that traffic would have on the quality and character of the area.
There was particular concern that the village(s) would be used as rat-runs/cut-throughs. There
would appear to be no real traffic demand management or HGV road hierarchy in place for the
local network, it was argued. People perceived that the local network appears to be at or overcapacity, which makes it totally unsafe for cyclists, walkers and riders. People could not readily
envisage how this could be resolved.
Many local residents observed that this is the most immediate and biggest stumbling block that
any new development needs to overcome, so the masterplanning process will need to
demonstrate it can address this.
Many people were keen to understand the quantitative and qualitative impacts on local roads
including the main causes of any current problems. There is considerable anecdotal
information about the current position, but an objective analysis is essential to better
understand what the future options might be.
Because of the concerns about air quality, noise and vibration people would like to see good,
objective data and analyses about the cumulative impacts of development in the area over the
timeframe for construction and post-construction phases of development.
There was a suggestion from several that the provision of a Bypass around existing settlements
would help resolve the impact of traffic, and would be essential given any large increase in the
number of homes and associated trips generated.

4.9

Lorries

A lot of concern related specifically to the current impact of lorries and the increase in such
traffic, principally around air pollution and the implications this can have for health and
quality of life, as well as noise and disruption, Lorry ‘rat-running’ is commonplace, whilst
related debris, litter and anti-social behaviour were cited as problems. Some residents say they
are also being disturbed throughout the night by passing HGVs (noise, vibration and lights).
Perhaps one of the greatest concerns raised was about an issue outside the Garden Town area
of search, and indeed outside the control of either the Council or Cozumel. However, we note it
here because of the strength of feeling from many participants. The proposed Lorry Holding
Area (LHA) triggered concerns about increased traffic, air quality, vibration, mess and antisocial behaviour, none of which can be addressed directly in the masterplan process, despite
aspirations for this.
Some people intimated that their ‘in principle’ opposition to the Garden Town stems in part
from the LHA experience. Whilst some acknowledged that without increased availability of
properly monitored lorry parking, lorries parking on the roads would continue to be a problem,
they worried that the Lorry Holding Area would simply bring more problems to the area. Much
closer working with Highways England to create ‘the best Lorry Holding Area’ possible was also
suggested as an approach.
“This is a regional and national problem, so why are we bearing the brunt of everything?”
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4.10

Trust and the Garden Town masterplan process

Some people indicated a level of concern, and lack of trust, with respect to Shepway District
Council’s motivation and transparency, and this affected their willingness to engage openly.
Particular concern was expressed over the Council's dual roles as landowner and Local Planning
Authority, and in the nature of the land assembly for the project.
Questions were also asked about who Cozumel Estates, (the owners of the racecourse), are and
what other developments they are involved in.
Although this was effectively the initial engagement stage, many of those who attended were
critical of the partners for a perceived lack of openness so far - over the planning, promotion
and ultimately the delivery of a garden town in this location. Some had suspicions that
decisions had already been made and plans had been drawn up, although it was explained that
this was the very first stage of engagement and more would follow in 2017 as plans progressed.
Some of those who attended had little trust in Shepway and Cozumel delivering a masterplan,
even if an acceptable one was generated. A small minority did not wish to engage in any
detailed discussions, merely wishing to express their opposition. However, on balance, most
people engaged seriously and fully in the issues and challenges for the future of the area.
Some who discussed future housing needs suggested a proposal for a Garden Village, instead of
a Garden Town which they felt was a more palatable scale, more in keeping with the rural
character of the area.
People who attended often seemed to have little or no knowledge or understanding of the
scale of the proposed Garden Town development. There was a desire for more information
about “the process, the stages and timescales” going from initial discussions to having
something tangible to approve for construction.
Although some people appreciated that this initial stage of masterplanning is exactly where the
most effort in community engagement is needed, there were some views that there wasn’t
necessarily enough detailed information to engage with yet.
There were some comments made that suggested that some people believe there is some fixed
plan already in place. The response provided at the events, and confirmed here, is that this is
not the case and future engagement events will be held at which the community can
contribute in working towards a masterplan.

4.11

Consultation and Engagement

Some people commented that they felt not enough notice was given in the lead up to these
first engagement events and that it was not a long enough consultation period. It was generally
explained that this was a very early, pre-plan engagement and there would be further events in
2017 before any formal statutory consultation.
Whilst some felt there was not enough information to be consulted on or to express a view or
opinion about yet, others commented that the photographs used on the panels were
somewhat misleading, yet others acknowledged that it is difficult to portray what Otterpool
Park might look like if there is not a plan at this stage.
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On the logistical side, there was a comment that signage, directing attendees to the exhibition,
at the Racecourse, in particular, was inadequate and there was criticism that Hythe Town Hall
was not accessible to wheelchair users and was too small for the numbers who attended. There
were some requests to email the feedback forms and/or provide feedback online.
Suggestions for future consultation events included:
- More representative photos of the site
- Some ideas of what a ‘Garden Town’ might look like
- State, in fairly simple terms, why more houses are needed and who these are for in
Shepway
- Show on a plan who owns what (particularly with regards to Cozumel Estates and
Shepway) to increase the transparency of the process
- Direct people to the Council’s website www.shepway.gov.uk/otterpool-park where
the Council publishes information about its involvement in Otterpool Park, so people
can view the transparency of issues for themselves.
- Show how the development might grow if it commenced – i.e. there is a concern there
will be thousands of occupied houses before any schools or doctors’ surgeries. (i.e.
some indicative phasing/examples where this has been done well)
- Show outline ideas on how houses could be made affordable and for local people
- Show initial thoughts on services and waste/sewage provision
- Show initial thoughts on road design/provision and integration
- Acknowledge in more detail that there is a problem with lorries in the area and that the
proposed Lorry Holding Area is nearby
There were offers to engage with other groups and individuals too, such as the local
Architecture Schools, and the Art and Heritage sector

Figure 10. Engagement at Sellindge Sport and Social Club
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5. East Kent College Students’ Workshop
In addition to the drop-in exhibitions, a workshop was held with students from East Kent
College on the morning of Thursday 8 December, at the College’s Folkestone Campus.
Approximately 17 students attended, primarily from the Business Studies and Social Care
courses. They were accompanied by 3 members of staff from the college.
The format of the session included a short introductory presentation explaining the principles
of a Garden Town and then an open discussion, using the large-scale floor map, about what
they thought the main issues were that need to be addressed for this area now and in the
future. This was followed by an exercise where, working in small groups, they discussed what a
Garden Town might include and what it might look like, marking this on a plan.

Figure 11. East Kent College students working with the map

Feedback
The students made some very thoughtful observations and had some challenging questions on
a range of issues, such as
“Mobile phone technology is really hitting the buffers now, there isn’t much further potential,
but when you look at housing we are really only at the start of things, why isn’t design moving
on? Why can’t we do better”?
The young people seemed to be much more concerned about providing for all generations and
groups, not just their own. Choice was deemed important, in terms of housing, spaces and
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places for different people and groups to be able to access, for example all places to be
wheelchair accessible.
The young people felt a Garden Town should provide a range of facilities, from nurseries to
adaptable homes for the elderly, as well as a range of amenities for young people including
bars, restaurants and cinemas.
The social care group advocated providing new green space that would work for all
generations, from the youngest to the oldest in a very integrated way, as well as ensuring that
new green amenity spaces also worked for wildlife.
There was an understanding that good quality outdoor spaces are essential for the mental and
physical development of young babies and children and for the continued health and wellbeing of older residents. It was considered important that these spaces allowed the different
groups to mix, because this is also good for development.
They were keen to point out that these kinds of outdoor spaces require good, regular
maintenance and upkeep, if they are to be used well and as intended.
The students were very thoughtful about what existing residents might feel about the
proposals and how it would affect people currently able to look out onto green fields.
They were mindful of the affordability of the new houses and the general rise in the cost of
living, especially in a new area.

Figure 12. East Kent College students at work
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6. Overview
The following are a series of overview points arising from the Stage 1 Consultation process.
•

The process so far is the start to a much longer programme that has attracted many
people (over 500) who wished to engage with the issues, although this is as yet a small
proportion of the local population.

•

Most of those who participated were ‘neighbours’ or relatively local
residents/organisations, who may be impacted by development in some way.

•

A majority of those attending this opening stage opposed the scale of a Garden Town
in this location, though not all opposed the principle of new housing and community
facilities.

•

The events were all attended by a pressure group lobbying against development. This
affected the nature, feel and output from the events and many of the views expressed
in conversations and feedback were reflections of points made by the campaigning
group.

Recommendations
Because of people’s concerns about the process and potential impacts of a ‘garden town’, we
recommend the following:
1. The community should have sight of all the relevant baseline reports and the
conclusions these reach.
2. People need far more information as to what a garden town actually is, using some
appropriate examples from across the UK and internationally.
3. There is also a need for an accessible explanation of the planning process for a garden
town, from initial discussions, to the development of potential options, phases and so
on.
4. Detailed information about how the public engagement process will be rolled out,
how they will be informed of events and sessions, and how their feedback will be
considered as part of the planning process.
5. Future events should be structured so that a wide cross section of residents and
businesses across Shepway and in the Parish of Aldington (part of Ashford Borough
Council) have the opportunity to learn more about what is being proposed and
contribute in a structured way. This should include those from sectors such as business,
tourism, construction, education and health, as well as schools, colleges and younger
people.
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Appendix A: Letter from the Leader, announcing the
Government’s support for Otterpool Park Garden Town
Page 1 shown
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Appendix B: SDC & Cozumel Estates’ letter giving details of the
Masterplan Consultation

OTTERPOOL PARK GARDEN TOWN
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT EVENTS
INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE
We are writing to invite you to attend a drop-in engagement exhibition regarding the
proposed Otterpool Park Garden Town.
The exhibition will be hosted by Arcadis, the lead consultant for the masterplan team, and
will provide members of the community an opportunity to find out more about the process
and guiding principles for a Garden Town as well as to contribute their own ideas and
aspirations. There will be further engagement and consultation as the masterplan
progresses.
The drop-in sessions are open to all and will be held, over a number of days, at different
times and in different locations as follows:
Date

Time

Location

Thursday 8 December

2:00pm – 5:00pm

Thursday 8 December

6:30pm – 8:30pm

Sellindge Sports & Social
Club
69 Swan Lane,
Sellindge
TN25 6HB
Hythe Town Hall
High Street
Hythe
CT21 5AJ

Friday 9 December

2:00pm – 5:00pm

Saturday 10 December

10:00am - 2:00pm

Folkestone Racecourse
The Glover Stand
Stone Street
Westenhanger
CT21 4HX
Lympne Village Hall*
Aldington Road
Lympne
CT21 4LE
* Please note that stiletto heels
may not be worn inside Lympne
Village Hall

We look forward to your participation in these events.
If you require further details please contact otterpoolpark@housegroup.co.uk.
Please pass on this information to family, friends, neighbours and colleagues who might be
interested in attending any of these sessions.
Shepway District Council and Cozumel Estates
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Appendix C: The Flyer

Giveus
your views
Public engagement on

Otterpool
Park
Garden Town

You are invited to attend one of
our drop-in events to discuss
the proposed garden town
in Shepway, promoted by
Shepway District Council and
Cozumel Estates. The process
of developing a masterplan
framework, led by Arcadis,
will be informed by your
contributions. We encourage all
members of the community to
take the opportunity to:

Meet the design team
Learn more about our project
timeline
Offer your views on how the
development is shaped
Discuss homes, employment,
shops, schools and medical
centres
Consider high quality open space
and access to the countryside

This is the first of an ongoing programme of engagement and
consultation with the community, continuing throughout 2017
Contact the community engagement team to find out more:
otterpoolpark@housegroup.co.uk

COZUMELESTATES
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Appendix D: The press release and list of media sources
represented at the press briefing

MEDIA INVITE: Press briefing for proposed garden town in Shepway – 8 December 2016
Otterpool Park garden town, Shepway
Thursday 8 December 2016
*INVITATION ONLY – NOT FOR PUBLICATION*
I’d like to invite you to attend the first press briefing for the proposed Shepway garden town, known as
Otterpool Park. The press briefing will be the first event in a series of community engagement sessions,
commencing on 8 December 2016.
The session will introduce local and regional journalists to the garden town’s planning consultants, who
will give a short presentation on planning, design and next steps, as well as details of the forthcoming
community engagement events.
Located seven miles from Folkestone and accessible from Junction 11 of the M20, the proposed site
for development incorporates Folkestone Racecourse’s buildings and track.
Thursday 8 December 2016
8:30am – 9:30am
East Kent College, Shorncliffe Road, Folkestone, Kent, CT20 2TZ
Agenda
8:30am: Registration and refreshments
8:50am: Introduction
8:55am: The vision for the garden town, master planning process, next steps, and the community
engagement process
9:15am: Q&A
9:30am: Close
Please RSVP if you’d like to attend, and do let me know if you have any questions at this stage.
RSVP
Lisa Flounders, Property House Marketing
01483 561119
lisa@housegroup.co.uk

The following media sources attended the press briefing held on Thursday 8 December at the
Folkestone Campus of East Kent College.
Academy FM Folkestone
Kent News (Online), Kent Messenger, Folkestone and Hythe Express
Kent Live, Folkestone Herald
Kent News, Kent Online, Kent on Sunday
Kent Business
The Looker
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Appendix E: The feedback postcard

Giveus
your views
Public engagement on

Otterpool
Park
Garden Town

Your views are appreciated and will help shape the
plans for Otterpool Park Garden Town.
Please complete the questions overleaf if you’d
like to share any further feedback with the team.
Thank you.

Contact the community engagement team to find out more:
otterpoolpark@housegroup.co.uk

COZUMELESTATES
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Appendix F: Feedback Card Comments
Note: Cards stating, “Why”, “No to Otterpool Town” “No” x243 (not listed separately)

1- Anything Else? (not included in the list)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This garden town is not needed
Tourism facilities
Traffic consideration, retail shops
Clubs so people aren't in local parks and drinking
I am concerned about becoming a built-up city. I moved from London as I liked Kent.
We are becoming more like London or other busy cities
A by-pass for Sellindge from Otterpool corner down behind Barrow Hill to cross the
M20 at Mersham
I would like to see some guarantees about affordable housing for our young people of
Shepway. Also, maybe help with regeneration of Folkestone centre so the whole
community pulls together to enhance our locality
We need more detailed plans
N.1 priority is providing extra transport link to reduce traffic on A20 e.g. close access to
M.20
Traffic!
This development is not sustainable. We must preserve the remaining farmland for
food production. We will not be able to rely on foreign supplies. Where will the water
supply come from? Remember recent droughts! Jobs- Laughable!
Key to address this. Comparability of Tenterton & Hythe is misleading. Nor piggybacked
on Folkestone. 1.5 miles’ house Hythe-Folkestone not key impact
To ask David Monk and Damian Collins to resign
There is no capacity for meeting health needs, where will GP'S come from? Where is
the health judgment?
Get it right for people who live here
Why has planning permission been refused to small developments over the years? And
suddenly you think we need this
Good connections to current roads and rail system
This development will not solve housing problems
Car exhaust etc. pollution, car numbers, water supply
If eventually approved the new town should be a trust - separate entirely from SDC like Letchworth
Affordable social housing must be provided, no private landlord
Very surprised no councillors in attendance tonight - Thursday. Power presence
Shepway has a plan for 8000 houses why have 12000 more
Leave our greenfield alone
There must be rundown industrial areas that could be demolished and then rebuilt as
beautiful town
Ability of local land to provide crops to satisfy local need. Farming and rural feel to
environment
Existing station is not accessible to less able. Biomass Power Station would generate
too much traffic. Existing roads too narrow to take more traffic. Station has a singletrack road and no car park. Stone Street, roman road is very narrow and floods. Also, a
big concern about rising trend for lorry traffic. Hospital needed. Much more
opportunity for people to grow own food - (Eaton Lands ➤ allotments and plans for
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

community orchard) - community operation stack - local businesses affected " Grid
Lock"
Water & fuel saving built into the design of all buildings on site
Improve footpaths, traffic reduction
The road network is the top priority. The A20 through Sellindge would not cope with
the extra traffic Junction 11 Is a very small part of scheme. Stone St. to Canterbury
cannot accept more traffic. This whole scheme is Impracticable.
We believe it is a completely inappropriate place for the development
Don't need lorry park, we're Brexiting
Need to include improvements to generate locality + access
Why are SDC building on greenfields?
Maintaining the identity of existing villages
Hospital availability
What about a road round Sellindge
We do not need 12,000 houses built in this area. Kent as a whole needs houses and
each town and village needs smaller developments
Major problem is that the very heavy lorry access to Lympne Industrial Park is currently
routed through the heart of the development along the A20 and Otterpool Lane from
Junction Eleven M20. A check of very heavy lorry movements to and from the industrial
park will confirm the above. Note that this traffic of huge lorries is routed back onto
M20 along Otterpool Lane and A20. These roads are not built for such huge vehicles.
Plan for "Garden Town" must solve this problem. To avoid traffic danger and pollution.
The road often develops holes due to the heavy lorries
Not Needed. You can see the town of Ashford from the site. This is proposed on prime
farmland
National strategy. Information on demography, sustainability, financial, social,
infrastructure (road), water, drainage, employment
Water - supply and quality. Full capacity on existing road A20 & Stone Street, Hospital
with A & E, air quality
Water scarcity. Loss of arable land
Only now have we been consulted. After the proposal, have been passed by
government. A BIT LATE!
Transport links & buses!
Not 7 miles from Folkestone but 1 mile from Hythe. Not comparable to Folkestone or
Tenterden. The comparison is insulting. You are starting on a priority of having first job
2nd but community cannot support this. I don't object to the concept but the priorities
& method of presentation is both misleading and insulting
Hospital, mobile phone network! Sewerage and roads
Another hospital is needed - local hospital unable to cope now
The road structure as implies cannot cope with a large development and a new A20
bypass avoiding Sellindge should be considered
There is no justification for this development
Affordable housing on brownfield sites
Exhibition was a total waste of time. Exhibition too busy to get around and then no
new info- not enough staff to answer questions
London Calling!
This would become London overspill
Consider the implications when you add lorry park plans to this
A yes or no box for voting for this town
I am strongly opposed to this plan on the following basis:
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•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

What % of land area for roads
12,000 Homes will probably mean 24,000 cars. Trains to London - Daughter travel
standing pays £6,200 for her season ticket. Too many wishing to go to London. How will
so many Greenfields jobs be created?
Water supply
Water supply "grey water systems may help but will not make houses more
"affordable"
This land should be used to make habitat for endangered species i.e. turtledoves,
cuckoos, nightingales
As recently as 5 years ago Shepway DC turned down planning permission for 400
homes. Approx. to be built on part of the existing racecourse. The funds generated
would be used to carry out massive refurbishment and reconfiguration of the
racecourse. (Not part of the Shepway plan) SDC said no and now curiously they are
rubber stamping a planned project!
Lorry park & effect on existing infrastructure. *Do not approve of New town*
Hospitals, schools both junior and senior, entertainment facilities
The scale of this proposal should be evaluated on the context of Shepway as a whole!!
It is potentially very damaging.
Social housing
Overload of existing infrastructure (especially A20/M20 and WHHosp)
Leave this area alone! Too much in such a small area. Facilities are already at breaking
point
The emphasis should be on gardens
Also for the Shepway Heart Forum (Heritage, arts tourism forum) 1) sense of place
based on the spirit of the history of the area
Justification for 40% increase in population
trees VIP, big ones
Housing not wanted! I do not want arable & dairy farmland being lost
We do not want this Garden Town "you will need a new hospital" if it goes ahead. Very
worried about the infrastructure. Everywhere is very busy increasing traffic no no
The harm to long established local village and their current way of life
This proposed garden town is far too large.
Space given to housing, pleasant, non-overcrowded streets, front gardens, etc.
Greatly improved health service. Increase in mental health issues
"Affordable" housing should not just be for first time buyers but those needing to move
into the next step and are not able to bridge the gap of the market cost
No new town. Why did we have the new houses built?
WHH, can't cope now please get real.
Residential care homes for the elderly
No to 12,000 homes. 4000-5000 Homes together with current 5000 in current
construction + planning is more than enough. Smaller village type house grouping
rather than one main site
The scale of development is totally out of proportion to the rural setting or local needs
William Harvey already over stretched
Not spoiling the environment for people who already live here
I can't answer these questions, can't understand what the need for the new homes is!
Let's talk about alternatives first, if required. Please re-evaluate the manner of
communication. We all need to understand how any development fits into under wider
strategy
Low density housing
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Preservation of the existing village life within a countryside setting is important to
people who chose to live here
I live really near the place and I won't be able to sleep with the noise
Roads that will facilitate the large number of vehicles that will be on the new build site
before + after completion
Must have good portion of smaller properties/ homes be affordable for younger
generation
I suspect self-interest rather than true reflection of local population
improve public transport
Keep villages as villages & farms. Why no local design & project team?
Nature reserve, park similar to central park - more green than houses
Access to major roads, crematorium
Area already over populated - No new town required!
I see no evidence to support a need for this town to be built. It will destroy valuable
and beautiful green space, between this lovely area into a monstrous housing estate
This will be impossible to achieve (Getting About). It is too big, it is horrendous… How
will Westenhanger station cope?? So much parking space will be needed
My friends live very near to where they're going to build it. It is very sad that people
want to spoil green space
I would not object to a village the size of the race course but I feel we are being
swamped with concrete
Water supply- we already have problems/ Hosepipe bans in summers. New residents
will send their children to local village schools not large ones in the new town
Dark skies, 1% in southeast is going to be 0% if this goes ahead
The road will need improving from Maidstone to Ashford/ Folkestone. A new road will
be needed. The railway bridge at Sellindge will need widening
There is no argument for the project to be so big
The council needs to be dealing with removal of lorries parked & littering our roads still continuing (and another lorry park will not resolve it)
The total urbanisation of the whole area is unacceptable. This is more an effort to
rehouse Londoners than for local needs
Density - Please don't. Just moved to Lympne from south London. Too many people +
cars
Road network too limited!! I.e. Lympne Hill, Aldington Road. Grave concern about the
impact on surrounding villages, congestion on roads etc. already too busy
Good road structure and design
Road system able to cope with the demand much improved junction!! Which would
not cope currently
Are they homes for emigrants?
Far, far too many houses
We already have all of these in abundance in local area
This is a farcical consultation it does not ask the key question - do you want 12,000
houses?
Existing water supply and increased pressure needs to be upgraded before any new
builds
Small developments yes - but definitely not large
Countryside and farmland
Leave it as it is, you will ruin it
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2- What do you like about the area now?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is farmland
A lot of green community consideration
Open space
Save our country side
I think the area is already too congested
Near tow centre
The open greenspace and field
Quiet, needs to stay that way
Everything as it is
Nothing
All the advantages of living in a village
Open space
The fact there is no town here
Traffic free country lanes. Beautiful quiet villages. Still a lot of land under farming
It is a green open space it provides food because u can't eat concrete
The countryside, wild life, peace and quiet, Lack of town!
Good usable land
Just as we like it
It is green and rural
Good balance of towns, villages and greenspaces
Green open space
It is natural and open
Everything. It needs supporting
Everything
Largely beautiful please do not destroy
Rural landscape
Friendliness, ability to walk to work
Nothing is built on it!
New country park footpaths
It is on big green space, don't concrete it over with 12000 houses
Green field, open views
I moved here 4 years ago because it is an area of outstanding beauty
Pleasantly rural
Balance of home, greenspace, environment and local amenity. Rural life
Open areas
It is quiet, peaceful, fresh air, wide open spaces and expanse of sky, small community,
beautiful unspoilt country side
Open rural area that is quiet. A village setting people + quiet
Countryside and clean air
the attractive landscape
Green space, quiet
It is an under-utilized area
To stay as it is!!
Village life. Green open spaces. Low crime rate. Quiet
Nothing!
We live in a village in the countryside. This new town will swell up the village, destroy
our community and make our village an access route in and out of the town
The wide-open spaces, pollution
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open, Green, is productive farmland, when at the moment. We are unable to keep up
with demand & supply farms in flood hit areas with, Hay and straw
Everything the food that grows there
Wildlife + open spaces. This is an area of natural beauty
No large housing developments
It is green + pleasant + doesn't have a large town
Rural villages
The separation of the villages! Green and pleasant land!
It is a rural area and I do not wish to live in a city
O/K
Pleasant, open countryside farming and green. Barrier between Hythe, etc. & Ashford
This is open unspoiled countryside. I would prefer to see brownfield sites developed
near or in existing urban areas
It is green and farm land
Farmland and countryside
Rural landscape garden of England
Open, Green, rural
Our countryside productive farm land
Lympne-village life. Open fields - grazing animals - peace and quiet
That it is rural
Small villages, Countryside
Rural landscape farming & land use
1) The open green space!
2) charm of the rural area
The open green space
Open countryside very few building
Countryside, open space, transport links about right for the population
Open space, rural atmosphere, small villages
Wide open views onto the AoNB from the Otterpool area unspoilt largely by major
development
Open aspect
Nothing- Not particularly. Beautiful area split by A20
It has a great mix of countryside with local town feel unique
Still some green spaces
We like it as it is - Leave it alone
History, transportation links
Green fields
It's nice and open
Rural & sufficient road. Insufficient sewage
Green fields
The rural aspect that will become a thing of the past if this ridiculous proposal goes
ahead
Open countryside village environments
Quiet, peaceful, green spaces
The open rural feel. Doesn't feel like surrounding towns Ashford/ Folkestone
It is not Ashford/ Folkestone/ Dover!
Quiet village life
It’s full of grass and greenery. It is where earth animals live. It is peaceful
Outstanding beauty
As it is
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green open space
Green spaces + open views
Peaceful rural environment
Small communities. Requires sustainable development
The rural location and living in a village
Need new hospital
Countryside quiet - our choice to live in this environment
It is rural
Rural, peaceful
The local feel and the green countryside
There is room
Village life- countryside setting- quality homes- community
It is peaceful. The sheep live there. It has green, it is quiet
I live in Lympne and like the quiet, friendly and small feel to the area. The many places
to walk my dog and enjoy the countryside
Open space. Woodland
Could be better used for local community and existing villages left as is!
The countryside
The countryside. Locally grown food independent shops
Perfect as it is
Not built up
Open spaces. A nice place to live
Open countryside - open green space
Open space and peace
Rural, farmland, ecology, village life.
It is green, quiet, picturesque, place for farmland, safe
The garden of England
It's already full to capacity new roads, amenities
Beautiful countryside, small local community
Community spirit - Village life - rural outlook
The open space & country around the village of Lympne. Please do not take away our
green open space
Green fields, open space, village communities
Access to farmland, footpaths, open space
Strength of community
Lympne is a wonderful village with old fashioned neighbours and warmth. Everyone
cares for everyone else
The rural beauty
The open fields/ agricultural land
The pace of life which is already being distributed by excessive development
It is open countryside
A beautiful outstanding part of Kent. It is a village not a town, close community character will change
Its neighbourhoods
Village atmosphere
Quiet rural village with good transport
Countryside, open fields
The fact it is rural, and we have villages! I do not want a town, villages should be left as
villages
Beautiful open fields, green space, wildlife
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•
•
•
•
•
•

It is an area which is part of the garden of England - you are set to destroy this
Canal walk, -coastal, -not over populated
It is a village
Proximity of Lympne to countryside, sea, Hythe, and good transport links
Countryside and farmland
The area

3- What concerns do you have about the area now?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Everything
Invasion of property
Traffic, expensive
Not enough social places
Affordable housing for young people
The impact of water sewage. Losing our green space, too small gardens in housing
development. "Affordable" housing is not affordable.
That the whole project will grow bigger than predicted now
The roads can't cope when motorway is closed
None x9
Too much development in the area e.g.: anaerobic digester Lorry park
You building Otterpool town
Growing air and light pollution as traffic and built up areas have increased. Huge delays
in getting medical care e.g. Axe
New communities must have connectivity so highways to be a contained community.
Have employment in place before houses are built to stop drain on Lympne
It will be sad to see it rip apart for housing
No tenant farmer in Otterpool approved. No plan to use Folkestone racecourse for
anything other than a building site
Being decimated by lorry parks and buildings
The prospect of a lorry park and a town for non-locals
Too much building - too much traffic. Not enough doctors, schools, hospitals. Prospect
of unnecessary lorry park
Not enough affordable housing
We will lose natural habitat - a green "lung" if development goes ahead
None, but the thought of all the new houses you are planning
Overcrowding
Nothing
It will be ruined
Destruction of agricultural land
Otterpool park totally unnecessary
Transport. Park lorry. A20 dealing with existing issues
Housing sited near to the world’s biggest lorry park
Our capacities, 12,000
The amount of traffic around the whole area will increase - it will become town as
opposed to country
Employment
Real concern about SDC's approach to protecting and supporting local character and
scale of planned development
Traffic
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Massive over-development, massive increase in traffic, narrow country roads unable to
cope, a permanent building site
Too much traffic. Poor broadband. Electricity outages. Overcrowded amenities
The bottleneck on the A20 beneath the 3 bridges approaching Sellindge cannot cope
when operation Stack forces. More traffic on the A20, Sellindge would need a bypass
None ok as it is
None. We would like to see the race course revitalise
Threat of ruining our beautiful area
Roads are already clogged and over busy at times
The fact that SDC want to build on it
Increase in traffic. Decline in community. Lack of infrastructure. Lack of green space
Extra traffic through Sellindge
Sellindge will become a drive through to all traffic accessing the new town from and to,
Ashford/ Maidstone/ London
The traffic is far too heavy. The size of the lorries are a danger to other roads users
The A20 struggles & can't cope with existing traffic along with the stone street,
hospitals are struggling & Folkestone has closed adding to it
None, pollution from lorry park
Lorries polluting area and noise going past in the night rocking my house & forms &
litter
None- it’s perfect as it is. We don't need thousands of people moving in
The lorries travelling through the village day & night
Everything
We already have long stand traffic flow through the village what will it be like in future
with a garden city?
Flooding and roads
Looks dormant since race course closed
Its planned destruction
S.D.C riding roughshod over residents’ concerns and wishes
Risk of urbanisation destruction of farmland
None-that's why I chose to live here
Shepway District Council not listening to the people
We have a nice quiet life now with greenfield cattle & sheep etc. We do not want to
live in a town - More People More cars more congestion
Your development destruction of countryside
Local community could be wiped out. Lorry park- potential for increased criminality
Loss of farm land. Loss of local production. Too many people
Roads very busy already
1)Lack of infrastructure 2) scarcity of water 3) nor an efficient amount of medical care
(Gp's + hospital) for current population 4) a lack of transparency covering this whole
project + speed of transition of SDC'S aim to "preserve agricultural land" into a major
development
Congestion especially on motorway and rail. Infrastructure hospital facilities
That SDC is destroying the area
Very vulnerable to greedy developers
Flood rise, impeding lorry park
Not enough water, gas, internet, too many lorries
Losing unique quality
Lack of employment lack of good quality eco-friendly housing in Folkestone centre
where employment is
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Transport link
It will not be preserved as an area pleasant to live in
The area will become the same as many other UK towns
Hospital at breaking point. This development must have new hospital
None, but will be changed beyond belief by this development
Roads - state of roads. Poor transport services
The threat to the above
Lorries! Lorries! Litter! Parking!
Lorry parking
The water table is very high
Lack of water, sewage facilities
Very worried for the future - trains are full too! Standing only. Some are full have to
wait for the next train
One narrow, dangerous hill that links the area with Romney Marsh
Will Lympne disappear? Congestion, gridlock, adequate hospitals, doctors, etc.
schooling
Traffic, lorry parking along verges, litter, strained NHS services from Ashford Expansion
Lack of wildlife areas, road capacity
How additional development above Otterpool will further change things
Lack of infrastructure, poor health facilities e.g. Doctors, hospitals
Loss of rural "village" feel and of green space. Amount of traffic using M20 for CT &
DOVER
I won't (when I’m older) have any green left. It will be noisy
Infrastructure, hospital, roads
What SDC will do to it
Unused space
Lack of rainwater land penetration once land is built on. Area already suffers water
shortages
Possible development
Object to Lorry park - too large - should be areas of small parks down M20. Very little
affordable housing, council housing
Development next to the M20- particularly the proposed lorry park
More traffic, noise change of future crime
None except intrusive development
Traffic increase on Stone Street and other lanes
That development leads to satellite commuter settlement to London
It will be messed up by this development
Being overrun by low cost, poor housing stock and the social problems this will
inevitably produce!!
It will spoil the area
Road congestion, poor control of road junctions, lack of traffic lights
Under used
Traffic on A20 HGV vehicles noise/ pollution
Spread from Ashford, Hawkinge is still growing. Must look at east Kent as a whole
Shepway District council land leader David Monk
Affordable housing to buy not rent
Too big, some houses not 12,000
Concerned about losing this green area
Lack of amenities
Development of the area to lose village life & the rural environment
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Pollution, busy, industrial, value of countryside diminished
Being over developed
Huge increase in traffic over past 6 years. It's been overdeveloped already. Cannot take
anymore
Infrastructure - roads, etc. Poor for the size of existing community
Lorry Parking on the A20 on route to Junction M20!!
There will be no green space left for me and my friends
Nothing it’s perfect as it is
Congestion on road, lorry parking in laybys
This proposed, scale is too excessive
This would change completely. The new road structure would ruin the village and Store
street would become a "rat run"
Flooding - with the Stanford Lorry Park + this proposal. The area will become a very
high risk area (Ashford + Canterbury) + 30K New homes are planned in Ashford causing even more flood risk
Current infrastructure is already struggling particularly healthcare. The plan identifies
needs for increasing primary health facilities (GP practices) - no mention of increasing
hospitals
Lorries, which create bad roads & pollution
The open space + nature is protected
It will become a town character of village will disappear. No difference from anywhere
else
It needs more transport
Proposal of Lorry Park
Inappropriate dirty industries attempting to get planning permission e.g. Sludge
Digester, Lorry Park
Existing council reps
The Newingreen junction, load enough now, this truly needs to be looked into
No concern (traffic on Aldington Road)
It is under threat by having 24000 cars and a lorry park for 4000 lorries (800 overnight)
No commercial vision for the future
Too many lorries and not maintained footpaths and roads
Hospitals + other health services+ social services hopelessly unable to cope with
demand
Loss of Countryside and farmland
Over stretched

4- What do you think will be needed to improve things in the future for you and
your family? (10-30yrs)
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

More leisure facilities
More availability to get here
I am concerned that "affordable" houses are places in areas that are undesirable. i.e.
sewage works. Investments are about making huge profits for developers which does
not help young people for example single people to get on the house market easily.
Renting is extortionate
Safer environment
Rental housing of all sizes
Affordable housing for our local young people Shepway based people
We don't need a town to have more housing
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Nothing x2
More jobs
Reduced noise & pollution. Access to open areas
Leave it as it is
Conservative CLLRS in SDC being voted out
Leave "Green" to be Green
Cleaner air. Less crowding of our little island
Sensible planning in the existing envelope
Nothing in this green area
For the area to evolve in a more natural manner
Better health and social care
Keep open space. Do not loose important habitat for BEES. Water for existing residence
Don't build this town! The area can't sustain it
Looking at other countries and learning (sorry for such a rude word) from them
Countryside and real open space
Green open spaces - do not destroy
Improve roads, also maintenance
Scout headquarters. 48 scouts already. 50 guides
Don't build these houses it is a high on our village
Leave village to be village
A station at Sellindge
Need SDC to treat rural areas same as urban areas
Protection of rural environments strategy for transport and homes appropriately
integrated
Overview of traffic within a 20 miles’ radius of Sellindge
Very happy as it is
Leave the area alone. Do not destroy it
Keep the countryside
The development will have a detrimental effect on our local inhabitant lives
Respect of green space
Less cars
To leave it alone!!
Conservation of green space. Better infrastructure. Cycle paths/ walking in green
alternative!
A20 needs to bypass Sellindge from Otterpool Lane. A20 to the rear/ south of Sellindge
dividing Sellindge from New Towns
Healthcare
That the spaces we have are conserved and if possible made accessible for everyone to
enjoy
Healthcare & roads, water, air quality & employment when it is expanded like Ashford
and we lose our livelihood
None for locals, not second holiday homes
Less lorries
Not blighting the area with large housing estates
Not building a new town
Less lories on our roads
Better hospital facilities. Better road network. Employment
Not for the vast garden city to go ahead and for housing for people locally
Any new development must have the infrastructure in place so that it doesn't strain
the existing (sewage, water, power, etc.)
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Sympathetic treatment of the area - Not dropping unwanted developments at random
throughout the region
Easy access to M20 Junction 11
The retention of a greenbelt policy and the preservation of the remaining countryside
This project will deliver nothing for local people
Merry Christmas
Stick to original plan just 5,000 houses
Road/Rail, infrastructure. Improve Newingreen Junction
Get rid of Shepway District Council
We are in our early 70's and very concerned. We do not want to live in a town, if we
wanted to live in a town we would live somewhere else!
A council that listen to its residents and stops pursuing its own agenda
Class A1 employment the sort of employment your development will not create
Plot size per home, 200x60ft? Would be good. -space to play and privacy
Better roads, better transport
Use all the brownfield sites first
If it happens. Hospital is already full! We do not want this garden city. Why not further
north?
Proper well thought infrastructure 2) high-speed broadband 3) more water
Improved medical facilities
A change at SDC to be greener
No more development all spare land turned into nature reserves
Infrastructure, water management
Investment in existing communities and their infrastructures
Protection of existing environmental and open space
Too old to worry!
Leave things as they are now
Sensible amount of new homes, 12,000 is crazy Circa 6,000 is better
Recreational facilities
Infrastructure never is given adequate capacity before overdevelopment
Infrastructure needs to be sorted first before any building takes place
Sustainability, affordability, environmentally, friendly
A sense of "ownership" of the scheme. [There could be better questions on the
subject]
Information and allowed to have a say
Cheaper houses
Zero carbon development and transport
No more houses
Roads are very busy, more roads (if you get the go ahead)
A caring local council that works for the interests of its residents this is not happening
now
Affordable housing. Adequate off-road parking areas. Appropriate employment
Sensible sized developments in all areas of Shepway and Kent
Infrastructure for sustainability, solar panels, electric car infrastructure. Decent sized
homes
Services, transport
Health/policing
A decent environment
Please leave it alone
SDC to be abolished
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Transport access + care facilities
Up to 5000 new homes in Otterpool area
Keep rural settings
Less development
Bus service. Sensitive development of area. i.e. small expansion of quality housing
There will be no green place for me and my friends
Better roads which improve traffic flow that will be designed to take the greater
volume of traffic that will occur
Scouting/ outdoor education
More amenities and affordable housing
Hospitals/ doctors/ schools
Healthcare but no people to recruit. What is the point of empty facilities with extra
pressure on existing
A change of leader and councillors
New houses but not 12,000. Better roads
Road improvements to M20, Westenhanger train station, public transport
Leave this area alone - it should be protected and should be farmland for ever!
Safe place-making
No new large development.
Cost, eco-friendly, sustainability, affordability, value for money
Jobs
Less traffic, particularly lorries - arable farmland for crops - no more polluting
development
Infrastructure, employment
Better bus service
Local employment for existing residents - not hundreds of new
Local employment for local people
Lympne needs to be kept as a separate village and entity from the garden town to
retain its identity
Affordable housing
Another hospital priority
Fortunately, I shall not be around by then & my family have already left
Low pollution + low pollution levels
Money needs to be spent now on present infrastructure, already deteriorating.
Perhaps a smaller development of fewer houses not a town
More shops
Road condition
Very clear limits to size of development to stop creep gradually sprawling over
Sellindge village
Leave area alone
To leave villages as they are with minimal housing
Less traffic
A much bigger hospital to deal with NO2, PM 2.5 and PM10 led increase in morbidity
Increased working infrastructure and commercial opportunity
Slightly larger village but not a town
Other than M/way roads are inadequate
Status quo
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